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A PROCEDURE TO IDENTIFY OBJECTIVEL Y ACTIVE
SEISMOTECTONIC STRUCTURES

Summary. The scope of the present work is to present a procedure capable of identifying objecti
vely seismically active tectonic structures. The procedure is essentially based on finding spatial
clusters of seismicity on the basis of bidimensional f1ltering of seismic catalog epicentral data,
and has to take account of the fact that catalog reliability and resolving power are functions of
time and position. These problems, which can potentially lead to an incorrect regionalization, can
be attributed to catalog incompleteness. The effects of the latter are estimated and corrected through
a new approach which determines the completeness interval and measures the degree of incom
pleteness from the plot of the cumulative number of evenls. The resulting procedure for assessing
completeness is very simple, but achieves a far better accuracy than common methods such as
the contingency table and Stepp's method. While, obviously, it is not possible to fully correct
the ca~alogfor data which are faulty or missing in the originai sources, all the information can
be used in contour mapping by an appropriate weighting of incomplete parts. On the other hand,
the choice of the weighti&gfactors involves some arbitrary judgement and therefore introduces
a bias. In Order to reach an objective result, different weighting schemes covering all feasible
choices are tried and the final regionalization is concluded to be valid only if it is stable. Active
tectonic structures are then easily identified by comparis9n with geologic maps. An application
to the southern Calabria-Sicily region is presented.
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l. Introduction
Italy is characterized by very complicated tectonics. No commonly accepted inter

pretation has been derived so far (e.g. Scandone 1979, 1982; Mantovani et al., 1985),
and considerable uncertainty stili exists about the identification of the active tectonic struc
tures, a question of paramount importance for seismic risk reduction. Due to the pecu
liar character of Italian seismicity which shows generally long return times for moderate
magnitude earthquakes (e.g. Karnik, 1971; Caputo 1981), this problem is not well con
strained even by the high quality data produced by the modern instrumental networks
introduced only a decade ago. On the other hand, we can profit from a very large histo
ric catalog of comparatively high quality. The purpose of the present paper is to derive
a procedure on the basis of such data.

When using as an input seismic catalogs which extend to historic times, considerable
errors are possible due to incompleteness. These can be generally divided into five classes:

A) Events which are missing since the epicenter was located in a sparsely inhabited
reglOn.

B) Events which are underestimated in size for the same reason.

C) Events which are mislocated and underestimated since the reported damage was
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referred to the largest or most important city which felt the earthquake.

D) Events which are overestimated or plainly invented by the original sources due
to wrong interpretation or reporting (e.g. the explosion of a powder magazine fùed as
an earthquake, the reporting of the effects of a battle made more dramatic by including
an earthquake at its climax, etc.)

E) Events which are mislocated in space and/or time due to erroneous reporting.

We must add to these errors the unavailability of some ancient sources which have
been lost over the centuries, and the intrinsic low accuracy and subjective nature of indi
rect macroseismic estimates.

In principle, all the above error sources severely limit the precision that can be achieved
by a seismic regionalization. In particular, events belonging to incomplete parts of the
catalog affect the regionalization in the sense that the data on seismicity in such periods
do not in general portray the correct spatial distribution of the events; only in the unlike
ly eventuality that the events misreported in the catalog were homogenously distributed
throughout the territory is a correct spatial distribution achieved. Quite obviously, the
bias introduced into the regionalization is larger the higher the degree of incomplete
nesso In practice, all the questions regarding catalog reliability and resolving power for
a regionalization will be shown to result in a classical completeness problem (Mulargia
and Tinti, 1985; Tinti and Mulargia 1985 a,b), although the functional form of the de
pendence of reliability on completeness cannot be determined a priori. Henceforth, af
ter identifying the incomplete parts of the catalog, different weighting schemes, covering
a range wide enough to contain all reasonable choices, are applied to the incomplete
parts, an appropriate low-pass fùter is used to evaluate the spatial distribution of seismi
city, and the results obtained are compared for stability. If stability with respect to spatial
clustering is obtained, the regionalization is well defined.

2. Catalog completeness
There exist two kinds of completeness problem: the fust, which affects any data set

below a certain threshold, is spatial and originates from the fact that in general any array
of instruments (or reporters in the case of noninstrumental recordings) has a non-upiform
sensitivity due to its geometry. The second is temporal and affects all set-ups in which
the detection capability varies with time; it is typical of almost any seismic catalogo In
general, the seismicity of a region apparent from a catalog can be written as the product
of two functions. Calling A the apparent seismicity, R the real seismicity and C the com
pleteness function, we can write

A (x, y, t) = R (x, y, t) . C (x, y, t) (1)

where x, y are the general spatial coordinates and t the time. It is obvious that knowing
A we cannot reconstruct both R and C unless some information is known about them.

The usual assumption about Ris stationarity (see e.g. McGuire 1979), i.e. R = R (x, y).
On the other hand, variations with time in seismicity are possible and indeed a matter
of great interest. The function C is influenced by historical factors which are difficult
to identify. It can be reasonably assumed to increase with time. In practice, provided
that incompleteness can be taken as spatially homogeneous within the region under stu
dy, it is plausible to assume that (Mulargia and Tinti 1985):

and
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C (x, y, t) ~ C (t)
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A (x, y, t) oc R (x, y) . C (t) ;

(2)
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As regards stationarity, both long and short term variations in seismicity are known to
be possible. The identification of nonstationarities from earthquake catalogs is in general
tighùy bound to incompleteness in a non-separable way, but the assumption of monoto
nically decreasing incompleteness can be reasonably used to separate the two effects
in cases of significant decreases in A(t) (ibid.).

The problem of catalog incompleteness has been treated in the past by several au
thors on the basis of both historical (Lee and Brillinger, 1979) and seismologic-statistical
arguments (Knopoff and Gardner, 1969; Stepp, 1971; Caputo and Postpischl, 1974;
Makropoulos and Burton, 1981). The present authors have recenÙYdeveloped (Tinti
and Mulargia, 1985 a, b; Mulargia and Tinti, 1985) a new line of approach to this pro
blem with procedures achieving both high accuracy and computational efficiency even
on small sets of data. However, two practical problems prevent the application of these
methods to the present case.

First, they need statistical independence of the data; therefore, a careful removal
of aftershocks is necessary in order to eliminate an obvious statistical dependence of the
events; this also implies a final result valid only for the set of the independent events.
On the other hand, aftershock (and foreshock) removal, beyond resulting in possible inac
curacies since no algorithm of generally satisfactory validity has been so far developed,
is not justified here because we are interested in finding the regions with the highest
seismotectonic activity whether the events are correlated or noto In other words, since
the aftershocks themselves are a notable aspect of tectonic activity, they should not be
excluded. Second, as will be apparent in the following, seismic contour mapping based
on catalog data is an approximate procedure: it would be useless to determine complete
ness with high precision and then rely on a subjective choice for the weighting schemes
in applying the spatial fùtering.

Therefore, we prefer to rely on a very simple approach, which gives both a fairly
precise estimate of the completeness interval and a satisfactory measure of incomplete
nesso The simplified procedure to assess completeness, which does not require after
shock removal, is structured as follows:

i) Events are divided into magnitude classes since incompleteness is known to be
a function of magnitude.

Three magnitude classes are chosen: respectively4.4:5M <4.9, 4.9:5M <5.4,5.4:5 M.
The (local) magnitude values M are practically available only for the events of the last
century. The other events are sorted on the basis of maximum intensity; the above ma
gnitude classesfor the ProgettoFinalizzatoGeodinamica(pFG)-ENELItalian seismiccatalog
(over 37,000 events relative to the period 1000-1980), on which we base our applica
tion, have been shown equivalent on average in the region under study respectively to
(Tinti et al., 1986) VII ::SI<VIII, VIII::SI::SIX, IX::SI. It is to be noted that no class
of larger magnitudes could be used in contour mapping because of the insufficient num
ber of events in the catalogo

ii) The cumulative number of events in each magnitude class is plotted as a function
of time.

This is an indicator of apparent seismicity (see Fig. 1). It is immediately seen that
apparent seismicity has a very clear increasing trend with time. The assumption of mo
notonically increasing completeness therefore appears well justified. The presence of af
tershocks is also easily seen as a sudden rise lasting at most a few years. For example,
this is evident for the lower magnitude class (Fig. la) following the Calabria, Feb. 5,
1783 I = XI earthquake, which produced a rather large number of aftershocks excee
ding intensity VII.

It is fairly evident also that there exist well defined periods of constant apparent·sei
smicity, i.e. periods in which the slope of the cumulative curve is constant; this justifies
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Fig. l - The cumulative number of events for the magnitude class;
a) 4.4~ M~4.9 or intensity VII~l~VIII.
b) 4.9~ M~ 5.4 or intensity VIII~ I ~ IX.
c) 5.4~ M or intensity IX~ I.

the approach we took in our previous papers (Tinti and Mulargia, 1985 a, 1985b; Mu
largia and Tinti, 1985) of assuming completeness to vary in finite steps as a function
of time. These periods are generally easy to spot, especially in the lower magnitude clas
ses where the number of events is large. A visual analysis immediately identifies the dif
ferent periods (see Fig. 1). The slopes give the apparent seismicity. The period with the
highest apparent seismicity is taken as complete (see Tinti and Mulargia, 1985a): folio-
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wing our assumption of o C (x, t)/o t )0, this implies that in the absence of nonstationari
ty the last period of constant apparent seismicity is the one in which completeness is
verified. In turn, an immediate identification of nonstationarity is possible provided that
(ibid.):

a) The rate of decrease in true seismicity is larger than the rate of increase in com-
pleteness, i.e. - oR/ot ) oC/ot;

b) Nonstationarities have a cycle time shorter than the catalog length.
c) Nonstationarities have a duration long enough to result in easy visual detection.
In order to assess the validity of this approach we compared its accuracy and resol-

ving power in identifying the completeness interval. We tested it against our refined stati
stical approach and against two of the most common techniques for estimating catalog
completeness, i.e. the contingency table method (see e.g. Caputo and Postpischl, 1974),
and 5tepp's method (5tepp, 1971; see Appendix). The comparison ofthe present appro
ximate procedure, as well as the other two techniques, with our refined approach is ac
tually restricted to the accuracy in the recognition of the times of change in regime of
apparent seismicity, since none of the former techniques allow any statistical estimates.
This limitation makes them inapplicable to cases which require a probabiIistic estimate,
such as risk studies.

To design a stringeilt test we used eight different input sets, and, in order to avoid
the problem of aftershock removal in real data, the test was done mainly on simulated
time series. The frrst seven sets were large sequences (1000 events) of apparent seismi
city simulated according to a nonstationary Poisson process with the Poisson mean chan
ging at a given point. Respectively, the frrst set (51) is a two-regime time series with
inter-event-time mean ratio of 8:1. The second set (52) is the same but with Poisson
mean ratio of 2:1, the third set (53) is a three-regime series with mean ratios of 4:1:.25;
the fourth set (54) is relative to a two-regime series with mean ratio of 1.5:1; and the
fifth set (55) has two regimes with mean ratio 1.25:1. Decreasing values of the mean
ratio were used to establish the lower threshold which could be resolved by the various
methods. No lower value than the latter was used since it appeared to be the lowest limit
of practical interest. 5tarting from the sixth set, in order to estimate efficiency under a
very noisy input, the Poisson mean itself was not assumed fixed but varied within a given
range according to a uniform random distribution; this range was ± 100% both in 56,
which had two regimes with mean ratio 1.5:1, and in 57, where a three-regime series
was simulated with mean ratios 4:1:.25. 5imulation was done by the inverse probabiIity
function and the NAG G05CCF random number generator. Also the uniform random
distribution of the means in 56 and 57 was generated through this code. The last set
(58) was used to test the efficiency with small populations and was a series (29 units)
of real events, i.e. the data with IX::; I or 5.4::;M for the Calabria/Eastern 5icily region,
a series which we had already analyzed after carefully removing aftershocks; in this case
completeness was determined to occur in 1613 through ,our refined statistical approach
(Mulargia and Tinti, 1985).

The contingency table method applied to the above sets gives the results reported
in Table I, while the results ofthe application ofthe simplified cumulative visual method
and 5tepp' s method are respectively shown in Figs. 2 and 3. In all cases it is easy to
see that the intercept of the lines of different slope gives a clear picture of the changes
in regime, while with 5tepp's method the data are difficult to interpret and in practice
a definite conclusion cannot be reached in any of the eight cases. A comparison of the
efficiency of the four methods is shown in Table 2. Even without taking into account
the fact that the refined approach is ihe only one capable of full statistical estimates,
it emerges clearly as the best also in terms of resolving power. Particularly significant
is the result relative to 57 - the most stringent (and most realistic) test because of its
high noise and relatively complex pattern (three regimes) - which is resolved adequately
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Table 1 - Tbe contingency tahle8 for tbe eight 8et8SI·S8 u8ed in tbe efficiency te8t of Table 2.
Tbe nature of eacb 8et i8 def"medin tbe text.

SI S5

PERIOD

NUMBER OF EVENTSPERIODNUMBER OF EVENTS

1882

198046118821980119
1784

1882 9117841882134
1686

1794 5816861784 96
1588

1686 5815881686108
1490

1588 5314901588100
1392

1490 6313921490 90
1294

1392 6012941392 97
1196

1294 5511961294100
1098

1196 5010981196 86
1000

1098 5110001098 80

S2 S6

PERIOD

NUMBER OF EVENTSPERIOD" NUMBER OF EVENTS

1882

198016218821980152
1784

188215617841882142
1686

178414016861784134
1588

1686 9815881686100
1490

1588 7014901588 68
1392

1490 8313921490 78
1294

1392 7512941392 70
1196

1294 7811961294 93
1098

1196 6710981196 71
1000

1098 6110001098 92

S3 S7

PERIOD

NUMBER OF EVENTSPERIODNUMBER OF EVENTS

1882

198041218821980305
1784

188217017841882184
1686

179410416861784180
1588

1686 4415881686 36
1490

1588 4714901588 39
1392

1490 5913921490 47
1294

1392 3312941392 40
1196

1294 5611961294 56
1098

1196 4410981196 55
1000

1098 3110001098 58

S4 S8

PERIOD

NUMBER OF EVENTSPERIODNUMBER OF EVENTS

1882

198013118821980 9
1784

188214417841882 7
1686

179411616861784 5
1588

168611315881686 5
1490

1588 8314901588 2
1392

1490 8713921490 O

1294
1392 8312941392 O

1196
1294 8911961294 O

1098
1196 7910981196 l

1000
1098 7510001098 O

only by this procedure. The results of the present method, are superior to both the con
tingency table and Stepp's method in alI the cases we examined. It is the only one, in
fact, which often achieves the resolving power of the refined statistical approach, and
it can therefore be recommended in situationswhich do not require probabilistic estimates.
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Fig. 3 - Stepp's analysis, which consists in a visual parallelism check of the cumulative experimental di
stribution against the l/Vt Poisson standard deviation curve. Different parts show different input sels.
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Fig. 3 - 5tepp's analysis, which C'onsistsin a visual parallelism check of the cumulative experimental di
stribution against the l/V, Poisson standard deviation curve. Different parls show different input sels.

Table 2 - Tbe years at which a change in apparent seismicity look piace. ReaI stands for the tme
position used in the simulation generating the input sets for SI-S7. Tbe years indicate the points
of change in apparent seismicity inferred according to the various methods of contingency table,
Stepp (Stepp, 1971), cumulative visual (present work) and change point statistics (Mulargia and
Tinti, 1985). When no position can be easily found a n.d. mark is reported. Tbe originai informa-

tion on which this table is' based is to be found in Table 1 and Figs. 2-3.

File name ResiConto TableSteppThis workClumile pt.

51

18731882n.d.18701873

52

16591686158816701672

1733

15601728
53

19291882n.d.18401926

1588?
54

15941784?149016001596

55

1550n.d.149015601584

1588?
56

16371686?1588?16401629

57

1688 16901688
1870

1882n.d.19001883

1588?

1588?
58

16131784?1784?16101613

The degree of incompleteness before the complete interval is measured by fitting
a curve with continuous derivative. This is equivalent to assuming that completeness isreached in a continuous way rather than in steps. In practice, as already noted, the cu-mulative plots tend to support the contrary. Nevertheless, this is a worthwhile simplifyingapproximation, which has the great advantage of defining in a straightforward analyticmanner the rate of apparent seismicity dN/dt, N being the cumulative number of events.
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Furthermore, the choice of an exponential function to represent cumulative apparent sei
smicity, i.e.

dN(t)

dt

provides a satisfactory fit (Table 3).

ah exp (ht) ex C t)

incomplete part

(5)

3. Seismotectonically active structures in southeru Calabria and Sicily

The procedure presented in section 2.2 was applied to the PFG-ENEL catalogoThe
cumulative plots for the three magnitude classes chosen are shown in Fig. 1. Fig. la
is for events with 4.4 ~ M~ 4.9 (i.e. Vll~ l ~ VIlI), and shows a moderately irregular
behaviour, dominated by a monotonically increasing trend with time, the presence of
segments with almost exactly constant slope (see e.g. the periods 1450-1630 and
1680-1780), and a few obvious aftershock clusters corresponding to the Feb. 5, 1783,
I= XI, Southern Calabria event and the Dee. 28, 1908, M= 7.0, Messina earthquake.
In fact, in"\his last case, the high apparent seismicity continues up to 1930, and cannot
alI be ascribed to the aftershock activity of the latter evento

Thus, we interpret such a period of high seismicity, which is apparent also in the
other magnitude classes (see below) as a nonstationarity (see also Mulargia and Tinti,
1985). In any case, this clusterdoes not affect the picking of the onset of completeness,
which we identify as the year 1860. The incompleteness of the period 1000-1860 is
then measured by fitting an exponential function to N (t) in the incomplete part, i.e. the
period 1000-1860. The parameters of the fit, determined through standard linear least
squares (the NAG G02CAF routine), are shown in Table 3.

Fig. lb shows the cumulative plot of events with 4.9~M~5.4 (VIII~I~IX); the
rather abrupt changes in slope suggest the followingbehaviour: a very low apparent sei
smicity is present before year 1260, followed by an abrupt increase up to year 1310,
and a subsequent stabilization at an intermediate level unti! year 1710.

Followingthis, the only increase in seismicity occurs at about year 1860, which we
henceforth interpret as the onset of completeness. A few aftershock bursts are apparent
also in this case, especialIy followingthe 1783 and 1908 events already mentioned. In
the latter case they continue up to 1925 in agreement with what was found in the lower
magnitude class. The incompleteness in the period 1000-1860 is again measured through
the exponential fit with the parameters reported in Table 3.

Fig. le shows the cumulative plot of the events with 5.4~M or IX~I. Greater irregu
larity is apparent in comparison with the two previous cases. This is mostly due to the

Table 3 - Tbe values of tbe regres.sion on tbe incomplete parts of tbe catalog identified through
the cumulative visual method. Tbe function fttted to tbe cumulative plot is a exp (bt), where the
time t is measured in years normalized to catalog span in hundredtbs: t = (y-ear-1000)/lOO. N

is tbe nonnalizing function for tbe chosen weighting function v'C (t).

Magnitude a
b

range

4.4~M~4.9

12.85+1.07.428+8.3x 10-3

4.9~M~5.4

12.53+1.09.338+ 1.43X 10-2

5.4~M

3.41 + 1.06.446+ 1.1X 10-2 N

4.59xl0-3

1.29xl0-2

1.69xl0-2
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much lower number of events (202 here, and respectively 423 and 1223 in the two
former magnitude classes), which is insufficient to smooth out fluctuations over a short
time scale. Three regimes of increasing apparent seismicity are nevertheless quite clear
ly apparent: from year 1100 (there is practically no reported seismic activity in the pe
riod 1000-1100) to approximately year 1620, from 1620 to 1820, and from 1820 to
the presento Also in this case two high seismicity bursts are quite clearly apparent follo
wing the 1783 and 1,.908events. In the latter case the high seismicity period continues
up to 1925, and, considering the high magnitudes involved, an interpretation in terms
of aftershocks is not feasible. This further supports the inferred nonstationarity. Also to
be noted is the apparent quiescent period from 1860 to 1908 which preceded the high
seismicityperiodoCompleteness is taken to start in year 1820 and the period 1000-1820
is assigned an exponential incompleteness with the parameters reported in Table 3.

4. Accounting for catalog errors through an appropriate weighting scheme
For the present aim of finding a regionalization of the seismic areas, full account

must be given through an appropriate weighting scheme to all the error sources conside
red. It emerges from the above discussion that these are direcÙYlinked to the incomple
teness of the related period and magnitude class and therefore the degree of incompleteness
can be consistenÙy used to construct the weighting factors.

A radical cure would be to circumscribe the analysis to the events of the complete
part; this is the method of Caputo and Postpischl (1974). On the other hand, considering
that the return periods of Italian earthquakes are relatively long compared to the extent
of the complete intervals (e.g. Caputo, 1981; Mulargia et al., 1985), a total disregard
of the events in the incomplete parts would result in a severe loss of information. A better
solution lies in a sensible weighting. However, the choice of an appropriate weighting
scheme is a matter of subjective judgement and introduces itself a bias in the final re
sults. We can nevertheless obtain an objective regionalization if we reason as follows:

i) - by using a number of different weights, which exhaust any range of reasonable
variability, ~e compare the relative contour maps in each magnitude class

ii) - should these maps be convergent to a stable picture this can be taken as a relia
ble regionalization

iii) - should they not converge for one or more regions, no definite conclusion could
be drawn about them, since the result would depend on the subjective choice of the fIl
ter; in this case the regionalization would be incomplete.

Accordingly, we chose three different weighting schemes, which represent the extre
mes of reasonable choice. The frrst scheme (Wl) weights all events equally, i.e. assumes
that all the events throughout the catalog have the same reliability irrespective of comple
teness; in this case a natural weight is provided by the smaller number of events in the
incomplete parts. The second scheme (W2) weights events in the incomplete parts accor
ding to the square root of the ratio of apparent to real seismicity (the seismicity of the
complete part), which has been shown by Tinti and Mulargia (1985a) to be a most ap
propriate weight for incompleteness

w (t) fY ve (t) (6)

The third scheme (W3) assumes weight equal to unity for the events in the complete
part and weight zero for those in the incomplete part, judging them totally unreliable.
We applied these three weighting schemes to the PFG-ENEL catalogoIn each case the
weights are normalized to the total number of events, weight continuity is imposed at
the boundary of the incomplete and complete parts, and unit weight is assigned to the
events in the complete parto
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5. Spatial filtering
Bidimensional spatiallow-pass fùtering has been shown to be a most effective means

ofrepresentingthe spatial distributionof seismicity(Caputoand Postpischl, 1974). Gaussian
fùters of the type:

h (x) = exp (-K x2) K>O (8)

where x is the independent variable in the time-domain, with an amplitude response (w
being the angular frequency, and K a constant):

I H (w) I = (-R/K) 1/2 exp (-w2/4K) (9)

provide a very efficient smoothing without introducing either phase shifts (see e.g. Agar
wal and Lal, 1972) or side lobes, and produce very consistent pictures (see e.g. Chan
and Leong, 1972). A twenty-pole Gaussian fùter, (i.e. a fùter which uses equation (8)
in the twenty closer points to a center in a square grid) was used in the present work.
In alllow-pass fùtering problems, fùter parameters have to be chosen to get the best
trade-off between resolution and smoothing. In principle, choosing a finer grid and stif
fer weights should give a better resolution. In practice, a physicallower bound is impo
sed by the accuracy in the location of epicenters, which is on the average of the order
of IO km. After several trials we found that a grid with a side d of .2 degrees both in
latitude and longitude, together with K=2/d, provided the best compromise. The gene
ration of the contour maps was done through a linear interpolation on a regular grid,
the latter coincident with the one chosen for the weighting scheme. In order to make
comparisons consistent, and subtractions possible, the cumulative populations of the cells
in the fùtered niap was normalized to 1000 in each case.

6. Final results and discussion

For greater clarity, the contour maps originating from the three different weighting
schemes are presented in the followingway (see Figs. 4-6): the contour mapping corre
sponding to the intermediate W2 weighting is given together with the maps obtained by
subtracting from the latter contour respectively the one obtained with weighting Wl and
the one obtained with weighting W3.

Fig. 4a shows the contour mapping for the magnitude class 4.45:M5:4.9 with supe
rimposed the major faults identified by geologicprospection according to the "Carta Tet
tonica d'Italia" of the Progetto Finalizzato Geodinamica (1981). Figs. 4b and 4c show
the differences W2-Wl and W2-W3. It is immediately obvious that the stability in this
case is very good, with the W2-Wl map flat at zero level, and the W2-W3 showing diffe
rences which are always lower than the level of cluster in the W2 map, and therefore
do not affect the regionalization. Activity is henceforth identified around Etna and in
the eastern part of the Gela-Catania graben, in the Messina Straits graben fault system,
around the Mesima and the Catanzaro grabens. Minor concentration is also apparent
in the faults of the Belice region.

Fig. Sa shows the contour map for4.95:M5:5.4, and Figs. Sb and Sc the differences
W2-Wl, W2-W3, Both the W2-Wl and the W2-W3 maps show differences which do
not affect the regionalization, which is well defined also in this case. Activity is apparent
in the Messina Straits graben, around Etna and in the.Gela-Catania graben, in the Aeo
lian islands, with a minor cluster in the Belice valley and a few more in Calabria.

With regard to the magnitude class 5.45:M a stable picture (see Fig. 6) is also obtai
ned. Activity is concentrated around the Etna volcano, in the Gela-Catania graben, in
the faults crossing the Gulf of Augusta, in the Messina Straits graben, in the Gulf of Patti
along the Tindari-Giardini line, in the Capo d'Orlando fault system, in the lower Tyrrhe-
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Fig. 4 - Contour mapping of seismicity in the southern Calabria-Sicily region for the magnitude class 4.4
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cumulative celi population is normalized to 1000.
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nian basin (only deep events), in the fault system of the Belice valley, and in the Mesima
and Catanzaro grabens.

It is important to note that similar results were obtained by Caputo and Postpischl
(1974) but using a much smaller set of data and without a careful search for incomplete
ness, which makes a direct comparison of the results impossible.

7. CODclusioDs

We derived a procedure to identify objectively the seismotectonically active structu
res on the basis of catalogdata. Any such approach is marred by an unknown degree
of uncertainty because the reliability and the resolving power of a catalog are generally
functions of time and space. Our procedure is focused on the study and the correction
of such effects. Since all the factors which most seriously affect a seismic regionalization,
i.e. exclusion, mislocation and misrating of events can all be reduced to a catalog com
pleteness problem, we present a new visual method for assessing catalog completeness,
based on the plot of the cumulative number of 'events, which is very easy to apply and
was shown in simulations to be very efficient. Events belonging to incomplete parts of
the catalog are then appropriately weighted before spatial filtering; unfortunately the choice
of such weights implies some subjective judgement. An objective final result is neverthe
less obtained by a means of a stability study of the mapping with respect to different
weighting schemes which cover the reasonable range. An application to the recenÙY re
leased PFG-ENEL (1984) Italian seismic catalog of the southern Calabria-Sicily region
provides very good overall stability; since seismicity is concentrated in well defined and
self-contained regions, an accurate identification of the seismotectonically active structu
res is achieved using a comparison with the fault systems identified by geologic prospec
tion according to the "Carta Tettonica d'Italia" of the Progetto Finalizzato Geodinamica
(1981).

Appendix. Stepp's method models the occurrence rate À (M) = N (M) (N events with magnitudes in the
class M per unit time interval) as a Poisson pomt process in time, and so for a T year period the variance
of À (M) is À/T. For stationarity the standard deviation should be parallel to 1/VT and discrepancies would
imply that either the subinterval T is not long enough to give a good estimate of the mean À (M), or that
these sub-intervals include periods in which reports are incomplete.
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